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FOREWORD

In compiling this collection of J.S. Bach-inspired arrangements, I have
endeavoured to expose far more of the romantic nature of these great melodies,
much more possible at the piano, and move away from the over-sped clinical
approach often associated with the genre, whilst also using a light jazz-inspired
treatment, the roots of which can arguably be found in all of the originals as
they stand. It seems to me quite natural to build on JSB’s own love of
improvisation and the spontaneous. There are many areas in his works which can
be viewed as mere guidelines for further invention if one is open-minded,
something it would appear he encourages his students, then and now, to do
readily in the pursuit of creativity. It really is a case of the more you look, the
more you find. 

Setting Bach in context, the two sonatas by Scarlatti (a contemporary) are
included as the polar opposite. Scarlatti is well-known for being a virtuoso
whose approach was merely, in his own words: “jesting with the art”, and loving
the influence of the Iberian peninsular. 



BACH: THE IMPROVISER

At the age of fifteen Johann Sebastian Bach, an able scholar and accomplished
organist, left school in the small country town of Ohrdruf. He set out in the
company of a classmate on the long march north to Lüneburg, where he became a
choral scholar at St Michael’s School and received lessons from Georg Böhm, one of
the three finest organists in Germany at the time. Bach’s musical education was
built on the broad base of skills
required of organists, being
improvisation chief among them.
Candidates for jobs at leading
churches were usually expected to
improvise elaborate fugues and
fantasies on Lutheran hymns during
their auditions, while incumbent
church organists appear to have
entertained audiences for their public
recitals with largely improvised
programmes. The young Bach,
according to one of his first
biographers, would satisfy the urge
while improvising “to run or leap up and down the instrument, to take both hands
as full as all the five fingers will allow and to proceed in this wild manner till he by
chance finds a resting place”.

While comparisons between practices common to one age and another can be
strained beyond reason, there are parallels between Bach’s approach to
improvisation at the keyboard and certain fundamental features of jazz. Many of
the composer’s notated preludes, toccatas and chorale fantasias – genres freely
improvised as part of church services or courtly entertainments – are based upon
simple formal structures, elegant melodic formulas, and clear-cut chord
progressions, close in spirit to the ‘head’ of a jazz tune. Bach and his
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letter in which he declared himself ready to execute ex tempore whatever musical
tasks Marchand should set him and, in turn, expressed his expectation that
Marchand would show the same willingness – certainly a proof of great daring.
Marchand showed himself quite ready to accept the invitation”. Bach arrived in
good time for the showdown; Marchand, however, had already left town by the
early morning coach. “Bach, who thus remained the sole master of the scene of
the contest, accordingly had plentiful opportunity to exhibit the talents with
which he was armed against his opponent“, notes the obituary, “and this he did,
to the astonishment of all present”.

The boundaries between the improvised and the composed were less rigid three
centuries ago than they often are today. Although Bach took care to write out
elaborate melodic ornaments in his mature works – details that were said by
contemporary observers to represent all that was necessary to their interpretation
– he readily returned to revise scores with fresh ideas that most probably arose in
the white heat of performance. Jazz musicians were drawn to Bach as their genre
developed, some to play his music more or less ‘straight’, others to improvise on
the composer’s own themes: the Trinidad-born pianist Hazel Scott, for instance,
recorded Bach’s Two-Part Invention in A minor in 1940, moving from an unadorned
reading of the piece to reach a compelling double-tempo swing playout, while the
Modern Jazz Quartet’s pianist, John Lewis, regularly improvised fugues in the style
of Bach. Jacques Loussier launched his Play Bach Trio in 1959, crowning a decade
in which the links connecting Bach to jazz were reinforced by, among others, Nina
Simone, George Shearing and Dave Brubeck.

Bach has proved a lasting source of inspiration to the jazz world, nudging Keith
Jarrett to make classical recordings of the composer’s Goldberg Variations and Well-
Tempered Clavier, and Claude Bolling to create the pulsating piano solo Bach to
Swing. David Rees-Williams and his trio have communed with Bach’s music for
almost three decades, absorbing elements of his style into their work and exploring

contemporaries were raised in the art of continuo playing part of their training
involved constructing polyphonic pieces from the information contained in a
thoroughbass or basso continuo part, just as jazz musicians learn how to invent
melodies out of the bare information contained in a chart of chord changes. It
seems likely that Bach was also heir to a long tradition of improvising fugues at the
keyboard, one supplied with a rich stock of existing melodic subjects around which
performers could demonstrate their technical prowess and grasp of the ‘science’ of
music.

Professional musicians in Bach’s day refined their craft and art by listening to
others, taking note of the melodic ornaments and improvised figures that produced
the strongest emotional effects. Michael Praetorius, writing in the early 1600s,
suggested that performers were obliged to learn such practical knowledge “as one
bird must learn from another”. Although the practice of decorating existing
compositions could be - and often was - overdone, improvisation remained a vital
part of the performer’s toolkit deep into the 1700s, as Johann Mattheson made clear
in 1739 in his influential handbook for The Accomplished Chapel Master. The singer,
he observes, should “know how to perform a pre-composed melody not only without
the slightest offence against the [written] directions but especially with much grace,
ornament, and artistry: the first is bad reading; the second is reading with
expression and good style”.

Chances are that Bach improvised many more keyboard pieces than he ever chose to
fix on the written page; even so, the spontaneity of improvisation found its way
into many of his compositions, present in the written-out ornamentations of their
melodic lines and the vitality of his fugues in works such as The Musical Offering,
originally invented then and there at the keyboard. The composer’s obituary,
published four years after his death, includes a detailed report of a keyboard duel
planned in 1717 for Bach and the famous French harpsichordist and organist, Louis
Marchand. “Bach … invited Marchand to a contest [in Dresden], in a courteous
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1 Sinfonia in G minor BWV797 (Bach)

Behind the structure lies a plaintive ballad with a sensitive harmonic flavour of the
melancholy. The chord sequence is such that it can be looped for improvisation at
various points quite easily. Bach’s music provides for this frequently.  

2 Gigue from French suite No.5 in G major BWV816 (Bach)

This theme really captures the party atmosphere of the Gigue dance. Written in
Fugal form, Bach also adds his own syncopations abundantly between the parts. The
roots of jazz can most definitely be found here so to try to ‘straighten’ his rhythmic
suggestions would be a mistake, and do him an injustice! Just to add some extra
fun, we take things a little further by supporting the normal 12/16 with a 3/8
underpinning from the bass and drums. Some lateral thinking required. 

3 Louré from French suite No.5 in G major BWV816 (Bach)

A wonderfully lilting and restful 6/4 theme again provides a vehicle for possible
extensive improvisation and further thought. Cloyingly romantic.

the oceanic expanse of the composer’s imagination. The DRW Trio’s Bach calls to
mind what the poet John Keats termed negative capability; “that is when [one]
is capable of being in uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, without any irritable
reaching after fact and reason”. Each piece, whether joyful or mysterious,
contemplative or boisterous, emerges naturally from one of Bach’s original
themes, the immediate outcome of lived experience, with all the unforced
spiritual insights and conscious illuminations that come with deep immersion in
the composer’s musical rhetoric. These are expansive responses to Bach, full of
heart and hope, the opposite to all things narrow and mean of spirit.

Considerations of the romantic and mysterious in Bach will vary according to the
performer’s intentions and the listener’s perspective; what sounds ‘authentic’ to
some will strike others as dust dry and lifeless. David Rees-Williams’
interpretations evoke the spirit of spontaneity that shaped Baroque
improvisation, reclaiming the old borderlands between performance and
composition that Bach, his teachers and his pupils would have known. The DRW
Trio’s harmonies echo the clear I-IV-V-I chord progressions set by Bach at the
opening of so many of his compositions and emulate the subtle nuances of their
transformation over a work’s course: ambiguity and uncertainty gradually emerge
here as the only certain ground beneath our feet, part of the universal order
rather than something other; likewise, Rees-Williams disrupts a melody’s course
with a wholly unexpected scale passage, a spicy dissonance or sudden rhythmic
kick, directing the creative mind’s light, shade and colour to flow freely in the
present moment, to bypass the reducing filters of compositional rulebooks and
conceptual thought in pursuit of the inmost truths of Bach’s music. “I require
you only to look“, wrote St. Teresa of Ávila. And Bach requires you only to listen.

© Andrew Stewart



7 Sinfonia in E major BWV792 (Bach) 

A charming and beautiful undulating melody in triple time. This short piece tells a
powerful story with its modulation to minor in the middle, again a worthy basis for
embellishment. 

8 Adagio from Toccata, Adagio and Fugue in C major BWV564 (Bach)

This middle movement from the Toccata, Adagio and Fugue is a fine example of
what could be the basis of a romantic aria. This arrangement moves away from the
regular quaver pulse of the original, going for a freer approach with heightened use
of a romantic piano style, a seemingly natural evolution for this poignant melody.  

9 Toccata from Toccata, Adagio and Fugue in C major BWV564 (Bach) 

This humorous track is based on the opening page of the Toccata, Adagio and
Fugue, normally played freely but here with a lively pulse laid down by the rhythm
section. Most of the ideas in the improvisation are based on other JSB themes.
Quotes from the first prelude of the Well-Tempered Clavier Book 2 and the Invention
in C major can be heard.  

4 Sonata in D major K.492 (Scarlatti)

An uplifting, lilting and playful 6/8 which highlights Scarlatti’s general approach to
the keyboard. Pure fun. In his own words “ingenious jesting with the art” as
opposed to searching for any particular cerebral depth.

5 Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring from Cantata BWV147 (Bach)

This is a free improvisation based on the much-loved chorale and obligato. In two
places, the piano is accompanied by the pipe organ celestes, which help create a
different colour allowing the piano to develop a bell-like repetitive effect.  

6 & 16 Prelude in B minor from The Well Tempered Clavier Book 1 BWV869 (Bach)

Here is a great example of baroque ‘walking bass’ which quite naturally allows for a
more contemporary feel to be added without distraction from the original. The
reprise of this prelude at the end of the disc (track 16) adds a gentle pipe organ
thread on the main theme.  



12 Prelude in E major from The Well Tempered Clavier Book 2 BWV878 (Bach)

Apart from the cross-rhythmic quote used as an introduction and ending, the rest
is virtually as Bach wrote. By separating the upper parts between piano and
organ, and switching on the repeats, the amazing syncopations of the original are
further enhanced and exposed and an innate naturally ‘jazzy’ feel is released. How
could this not be the intention...it’s in the score! 

13 Allemande from French Suite No.5 in G major BWV816 (Bach)

A beautifully flowing and mellow cantabile theme with haunting chromatic
passages appearing near to the end of each half. This is a fine example of the
romantic side of Bach’s melody writing nature. The repeated halves give a great
opportunity for spontaneous expansion and decoration. 

10 Prelude in B flat minor from The Well Tempered Clavier Book 1 BWV867 (Bach)

This prelude has obvious choral undertones and could easily form the basis of a
movement from one of the Passions. Somehow, the harpsichord seems the least
likely instrument to be truly effective in bringing out the emotions in the cantabile
lines. The middle section has provided an effective foray into jazz ballad territory
before winding down to a sombre conclusion. 

11 Invention in B-flat major BWV785 (Bach)

This charming two-part piece is highly melodious and often played too much like an
exercise only... and too fast! This slower version allows the underlying harmony to
speak more profoundly and show its colours more like a song. Momentum is
provided by the gentle brushwork.   



The David Rees-Williams Trio was formed in 1988 featuring Neil Francis on bass
guitar and Phil Laslett on drums alongside David. Based in and around
Canterbury, Kent, they have performed over the years in a diverse selection of
concerts at festivals and events in the UK, Europe and the USA. They specialize
in a programme that unites the best of classical and jazz. They first caught the
imagination of Radio 3 listeners when David’s arrangement of Purcell’s When I
am Laid in Earth from their first, privately recorded album Classically Minded,
was played by Sean Rafferty on In Tune in the summer of 2001. The response to
this was described as “extraordinary”, with the producer of the programme being
inundated with enquiries about how to obtain a copy of the recording. This led
to the trio being invited to record a disc for the BBC on their new Late Junction
label.

The resulting Hidden Colours was released in May 2002, featuring David’s
arrangements of Purcell, Bach, Grieg, Fauré, Franck, Debussy and Ravel. It
received 4-star reviews in The Times and The Independent On Sunday, and shortly
after its release was the Editor’s Choice in HMV Choice Magazine. It then went on
to become No.2 of HMV’s 10 Best Classical discs of 2002. It was also rated best
of its genre by The Financial Times in the newspaper’s end of year album review
of world music for 2002.

In September 2004, Time Scape was released, featuring arrangements of works
by Ravel, Bach, Chopin, Stanford, Purcell, Buxtehude, Elgar, Warlock and Bossi.
It too received 4-star reviews in The Sunday Times, The Independent on Sunday
and Jazzwise magazine. It was also named as one of the top ten CDs of 2004 by
Clive Davis in The Sunday Times Culture magazine in December 2004.

Thinking Allowed was released in February 2007 and was featured regularly on
BBC Radio 3 and Classic FM’s new station at the time, theJazz. It was widely and
unanimously acclaimed as one of the outstanding albums of its genre by critics
such as Guy Dammann (Guardian) who jested with the comment “Franckly

THE DAVID REES-WILLIAMS TRIO

14 Sinfonia in F minor BWV795 (Bach) 

This mysterious and rather dark little piece seems to pull at the heartstrings
somewhat, aided by its eerie chromaticism. Bach obviously visited some deeply
thoughtful places in his solitude. The slightly desolate effect is enhanced by the
use of the distant tom-toms and lengthy bass notes. 

15 Sonata in F Minor K.239 (Scarlatti)

This exciting sonata is another typical reflection of the composer’s thoughts on
his music. It gives the performer a great opportunity to really let go and not be
too polite! The influence of tribal drum rhythms is clearly evident and is further
enhanced by the addition of real ones!

© David Rees-Williams



David Rees-Wlliams (piano) began his musical career as a chorister at New College
Oxford. The rich variety of musical styles performed by choir and organ were to
make strong and lasting impressions. From there he won the top music scholarship
to Cranleigh School where he studied piano, oboe and organ. He progressed to the
Royal College of Music in 1979 and graduated from there with a B.Mus (Hons) in
1981. While still a student, he held the post of organist at the church of St. Mary
Magdalene, Paddington.

Apart from the concert work with his trio, and as a soloist on piano and organ, he
teaches piano in Canterbury, both at The King’s School and privately.

Neil Francis (electric bass) Until 2002, Neil enjoyed a dual career as teacher and
freelance bass guitarist. He now devotes his time entirely to his playing. His
performance work has embraced disciplines as diverse as improvised trio jazz, blues,
rock, studio sessions, and, most recently, the classically inspired crossover style
featured by the David Rees-Williams Trio. 

Phil Laslett (drums) Over the last three decades, Phil has built a solid reputation
as a versatile player backing a variety of international artists in his own right, and
also as part of the David Rees-Williams Trio. He taught his instrument in state
schools for over twenty years, and now teaches privately occasionally. Recent
reviews of the Trio have complimented his playing for its subtlety and musicianship.

Stunning”, and Clive Davis (Sunday Times). The arrangements had now developed a
more progressive feel, featuring added Hammond Organ. They also included works
by César Franck, Domenico Scarlatti, Mozart and Debussy.

Back from Before followed in 2010, again receiving similar reviews including an
enthusiastic offering from John Fordham in The Guardian. This disc particularly
highlighted works from the choral tradition and more ‘colour’ development by the
addition of some overdubbed vibraphone passages.

David’s first solo album Full English was released in the summer of 2012 by Champs
Hill Records (CHRCD036) to coincide with the Diamond Jubilee celebrations. This
was followed shortly by the trio’s Christmas album Ex-Mass (CHRCD047). Both
received outstanding reviews in publications such as Gramophone, The Arts Desk
and Classics Today. Tracks from Full English were played on Radio 2, and Ex-Mass
was chosen by David Mellor as one of his best Christmas discs reviewed on his New
Releases programme on Classic FM. The trio was once more invited to be guests of
Sean Rafferty in the Christmas edition of BBC Radio 3’s In Tune that year, where
they performed some of their music from Ex-Mass.

This latest offering, Classically Re-Minded, featuring mainly the work of J.S. Bach
alongside two light hearted sonatas by Domenico Scarlatti, is a nostalgic reminder
of the album that started it all, with a pure piano trio sound created in the lovely
music room at Champs Hill.
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ALL HANDS ON DECK
MAN OVERBOARD

“All Hands On Deck is 18 tracks of pure joy... Jones’ voice is a wonderous thing.
At once plaintive and hard-edged it’s a distinctive and engaging sound – Billie
Holiday meets Betty Boop?” 
Bruce Lindsay, All About Jazz

“... unpretentious, fun jazz played in a highly infectious style that makes
you smile.”
Fanfare Magazine
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FULL ENGLISH
DAVID REES-WILLIAMS solo piano & organ

“This disc will certainly not disappoint.”
Music Web International

“Rees-Williams’ incredible sense of harmony and improvisatory talent shine
through in a series of brilliant extrapolations.”
McAlister Matheson Music
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